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Ice Club 

"Ice Ice Baby!"

Rome's premier club made with the concept of real ice, Ice Club is

definitely a must visit spot! From the glasses and the bar, to the decor and

the walls, everything is ice! The structure of this place needs to be worked

upon with fresh ice specially transported from England every nine months.

At -5 degrees centigrade inside, the furry seating area is the only place

spared of ice. Enjoy the creative cocktails in ice glasses, happy hours and

a fun gang of friends. The DJ place some great music for a memorable

time. For reservations and more information, call ahead.

 +39 06 9784 5581  www.iceclubroma.it/  info@iceclubroma.it  Via della Madonna dei Monti

18, Rome
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L'Eau Vive 

"Food for the Soul"

This is an out-of-the-ordinary restaurant, run by an international

community of Carmelite nuns, and is well worth a visit. A meeting place

for people of many different nationalities, diners often find themselves

joining the sisters for evening prayers at 9:30p. Eating here is not just a

gastronomical treat, the business helps the nuns raise much-needed

funds. The food served is mainly French and is surprisingly good; offerings

range from soups and main courses to dessert. The wine list is excellent.

 +39 06 6880 1095  www.restaurant-

eauvive.it/

 info@restaurant-eauvive.it  Via Monterone 85, Rome
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Abbey Theatre Irish Pub 

"Best of Irish Pub Culture"

This pub, located in one of the busiest areas in Rome is where to find a

slice of Ireland in Italy. TV, pop-videos and live Irish music abound. They

offer hot dishes and a cold buffet, as well as draft-Guinness, and various

Scottish and Irish whiskey drinks. The pub offers a daytime version of

happy hour called 'Happy Lunch', as well as tea and petite fours during

the afternoon. This welcoming pub, considered one of the best in the city

is laid out in typical Irish style with lots of little rooms linked by narrow

corridors.

 +39 06 686 1341  www.abbey-rome.com/  abbeypub@hotmail.com  Via del Governo Vecchio

51-53, Rome
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Hard Rock Cafe 

"Partying All Day"

The Hard Rock Cafe in Rome is one of those bars you hit when you are

looking for some familiarity in a foreign city. At the bar, rock music, beer

and their burger can make you feel nostalgic for a moment. The cafe is

popular world over, thus, it is not a surprise that in the capital of Italy,

people flock here in hordes. This is a place where you can relax and leave

all your worries at the front door, and will also meet people from different

corners of the world. Besides, there are regular theme events and live

performances held here. To know more about the place and the timings,

do visit their website.

 +39 06 4203 0501  www.hardrockcafe.com/lo

cation/rome/

 rome_sales@hardrock.com  Via Vittorio Veneto 62 a/b,

Rome

 by TheFork 

Tam Tam 

"Jungle Madness!"

A visit to Tam Tam is not just about drinks; it is an adventure in itself. Less

of a pub and more of a jungle-themed carnival, over the years it has

branched out and added 'pizzeria' to its description as well. Even entering

this jungle is not done in a normal fashion; there is a slide you need to get

on first. Even inside, the madness continues, and you must use a rope

bridge should you wish to watch the musical performances up on the

stage. A place that brings out your inner child in a thoroughly entertaining

manner, Tam Tam makes for a good night out.

 +39 3472335786  www.tamtampub.it/  tamtampub@libero.it  Via Attilio Mori 11, Rome
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